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TUESDAY JUNE 13TH, 2017
GENERAL
9:30AM - 10:45AM

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Keynote

11:00AM - 7:30PM

Exhibits Hall Open

12:00PM - 1:00PM

Lunch

1:00PM - 5:00PM

Breakout Sessions

4:00PM - 6:00PM

Hall Crawl

SPONSOR SESSIONS
11:15AM - 11:45AM

ExaGrid
Next Generation Primary Storage and Backup

12:00PM - 12:30PM

Application Consolidation with
FlashStack Converged Infrastructure

3:00PM - 3:45PM

Best Practices for VMware vSphere

3:00PM - 3:45PM

Cloud Economics: Comparing Public and
Private Cloud

4:00PM - 4:45PM

SaaS Operations Panel: The Case for
Self-Managed SaaS Infrastructure

Applications
3:00PM - 3:45PM

On/Off Premise - A Customer Perspective
on Best Deployment Options for SAP

3:00PM - 3:45PM

Best Practices for Oracle: From
OLTP to Data Warehouses

4:00PM - 4:45PM

Practical Guide to DevOps: Improving
Developer Productivity

Analytics
1:00PM - 1:45PM

Veeam
All-Flash Availability for the
Always-ON Enterprise

Containerized Services running
on Pure Storage

2:00PM - 2:45PM

Cisco
IT Transformation: FlashStack Enabling
Next generation Data Center for Agility
and Versatility

12:00PM - 12:30PM

1:00PM - 1:45PM

Cohesity
Cohesity and Pure Storage:
Fast, simple snapshot-based data
protection for FlashArray//M

11:15AM - 11:45AM

Cloud

Implementing Splunk at Enterprise Scale

Pure Storage Basecamp
11:15AM - 12:00PM

Flash Futures: NVMe and Beyond

1:00PM - 1:45PM

Data Protection and Evolution to
Copy Data Management

1:00PM - 1:45PM

Evergreen Storage and Beyond

2:00PM -2:45PM

FlashArray Architecture Deep Dive
and Beyond

3:00PM - 3:45PM

FlashBlade Architecture and Deep Dive

4:00PM - 4:45PM

Deep Dive and Demos of FlashBlade’s
new SW and HW features
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WEDNESDAY JUNE 14TH, 2017
GENERAL

BREAKOUT SESSIONS

9:00AM - 10:45AM

Keynote

11:00AM - 5:00PM

Exhibits Hall Open

12:00PM - 1:00PM

Lunch

1:00PM - 5:00PM

Breakout Sessions

5:00PM - 9:30PM

Appreciation Party

Cloud
12:00PM - 12:45PM

1:00PM - 1:45PM

Rubrik
Simplify and Scale Data Management
(Pure Storage + Rubrik Magic)

11:15AM - 11:45AM

Catalogic
Oracle and SQL Server Aware Snapshot and
Replication Copy Automation for Pure Storage

11:15AM - 11:45AM

Brocade

Choosing a Networking Fabric that delivers
on the Pure Storage All Flash Promise
12:00PM - 12:30PM

Commvault

VMware: Practical Guide to Building a vRealize
Private Cloud

2:00PM - 2:45PM

FlashArray and VMware Virtual Volumes

2:00PM - 2:45PM

Optimize Your Infrastructure with Cloud-Based
Intelligence

Applications

SPONSOR SESSIONS
11:15AM - 11:45AM

Hybrid Cloud with Microsoft Azure and
Amazon Web Services

2:00PM - 2:45PM

Pure’s Solution on SAP HANA Dynamic
Tiering - High Performance, Low Cost

3:00PM - 3:45PM

SQL Server: Performance,
Storage Testing & Validation

4:00PM - 4:45PM

Best Practices for Large-Scale VDI

Analytics
1:00PM - 1:45PM

The Future of Object Storage

1:00PM - 1:45PM

Better Insights, Faster: Genomics
meets FlashBlade

2:00PM - 2:45PM

From Big Data to Big Intelligence:
Spark Meets FlashBlade

Maximizing FlashStack Data
Management for Oracle & VMware

Pure Storage Basecamp
1:00PM - 1:45PM

Founders Q&A

1:00PM - 1:45PM

Business Continuity Re-Imagined

2:00PM - 2:45PM

FlashArray Performance Fundamentals

3:00PM - 3:45PM

Converged Infrastructure – Private
Cloud for the IT Generalist

4:00PM - 4:45PM

Data Migration: A Panel With Industry Experts

4:00PM - 4:45PM

All Things MSFT: Practical Guide to Automation

SESSION ABSTRACTS | CLOUD
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SESSION TITLE:
Cloud Economics: Comparing Public and Private Cloud

SESSION TITLE:
FlashArray and VMware Virtual Volumes

ABSTRACT:
Hybrid cloud is the answer – the question is what workloads and data
should I store on-prem and in a public cloud? This session will look at
market research focused on the success of those who have successfully
navigated public cloud and the lessons learned by other who have
repatriated their applications and data back on-prem.

ABSTRACT:
Learn about what VMware vSphere Virtual Volumes are and how the
concept of storage policy-based management can transform your IT
infrastructure. VM-granular service levels and protection policies make
the concept of datastore configurations a decision of the past. Understand
how Virtual Volumes and the VMware API for Storage Awareness (VASA)
version 3 work with the Pure Storage FlashArray. See the storage
capabilities provided and the underlying architecture that provides this
service as well as a glimpse of what is to come.

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Private and Public Cloud offerings and capabilities, including
SaaS, PaaS & IaaS
• The economics of cloud computing aligned to application type
• Research on the most successfully hybrid cloud strategies to date
• And a peak at the hybrid cloud capabilities and vision of Pure Storage
STRATEGIC: 50%
TECHNICAL: 50%

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What is Virtual Volumes?
• What is the Pure Storage architecture for VASA and VVols?
• What does this new storage paradigm mean for my VMware
environment?
STRATEGIC: 20%
TECHNICAL: 80%

SESSION TITLE:
Hybrid Cloud with Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services

SESSION TITLE:
VMware: Practical Guide to Building a vRealize Private Cloud

ABSTRACT:
Learn how to connect and optimize private and public cloud resources to
address compelling workloads that take advantage of high performance
hybrid cloud architecture. Whether you’re considering the use of Microsoft
Azure or Amazon Web Services, connecting Pure Storage to public
cloud compute can help you achieve elastic cloud capability with high
performance, efficient, Smart Storage with full data sovereignty. Meet your
compliance needs, while scaling compute infrastructure when you need it,
without sacrificing high performance storage capabilities.

ABSTRACT:
Building a self-service private cloud is simple with VMware and Pure
Storage. Learn how to use vRealize Orchestrator and vRealize Automation
and the Pure Storage FlashArray to build a personalized Role-Based
Storage-as-a-Service infrastructure to allow application owners to own
and manage their volumes, snapshots, replication schedules and more.
Decide who owns what, what they can do with it, and who can approve it
with a vRealize cloud. This session will cover using vRealize Orchestrator
workflows with the FlashArray plugin to leverage vRA Infrastructure-as-aService (XaaS) to build a catalog of storage services.

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What are the advantages of hybrid cloud with smart storage?
• What are the best workloads to leverage hybrid cloud?
• How do I connect Pure Storage and public loud compute easily?
STRATEGIC: 20%
TECHNICAL: 80%

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What the FlashArray Plugin for vRealize Orchestrator offers
• How to use vRealize Automation XaaS with vRO
• How to design vRO workflows for vRA
• Options for leveraging FlashArray workflows in vRA XaaS
STRATEGIC: 20%
TECHNICAL: 80%

SESSION ABSTRACTS | CLOUD
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SESSION TITLE:
Application Consolidation with FlashStack Converged Infrastructure

SESSION TITLE:
Best Practices for VMware vSphere

ABSTRACT:
New developments in infrastructure scalability and simplicity have
combined with virtualization to enable the massive consolidation of
workloads onto increasingly fewer devices. As IT departments reap the
benefits of consolidation, infrastructure simplicity, stability and availability
becomes key, particularly when mission-critical applications and private
clouds are involved.

ABSTRACT:
Join Cody Hosterman, Technical Director for VMware Solutions, who will
be presenting on best practices for VMware vSphere for the Pure Storage
FlashArray. The concept of data reduction and all-flash change how you
think about, and manage, your VMware environment. Learn what this
means and how you can optimize your VMware environment to make the
most out of your all-flash-array. This will be a technical deep-dive into the
ESXi storage stack and vCenter storage management features such as;
SIOC, Storage DRS, Queuing, Virtual Disks, Space Reclamation and more.
Furthermore, new storage features in vSphere 6.5 will be overviewed and
explained and what they mean for your VMware environment.

This session will discuss how Cisco and Pure Storage approach the new
world of workload consolidation. We will present important aspects of
data center architecture to consider when consolidating and how to
overcome common limitations in your systems. The role of simplicity will be
discussed due to its importance in moving the focus of IT operations from
infrastructure to business outcomes. Automation and orchestration and its
role in consolidation will also be discussed.
KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What are the technological changes driving massive consolidation?
• Are there key design points or features I need for consolidation success?
• How does FlashStack address the needs of highly consolidated data
centers?

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What new considerations exist (or no longer do) for AFAs and data
reduction with VMware?
• How do I optimize my VMware ESXi environment for flash?
• Should I upgrade to vSphere 6.5? What does it provide for me?
STRATEGIC: 20%
TECHNICAL: 80%

STRATEGIC: 50%
TECHNICAL: 50%

SESSION TITLE:
Containerized Services running on Pure Storage

SESSION TITLE:
SaaS Operations Panel: The Case for Self-Managed SaaS Infrastructure

ABSTRACT:
The New Stack is making waves among developers and testing
communities in various organizations including enterprise. The promise
of efficiency, speed and economics are self evident, but before we try
to understand the benefits we need to understand the fundamentals
including the technology and the acronyms that comes with the new
paradigm. In this session you will learn about the various technologies
that makes up the New Stack and how the ecosystem of companies and
technologies are shaping this nascent market. We consider a typical Test
and Development use case and describe the benefits of using the New
Stack.

ABSTRACT:
Healthy debate abounds regarding the optimal home for SaaS
infrastructure and operations: On Prem or Cloud. Box, Snapchat, Apple and
others have made recent headlines with their ruminations and choices. Is
SaaS infrastructure a competitive differentiator or a core competency best
left to others? How impactful are the cost differences, or are they a function
of workload, compute/storage ratios, process, growth rates, and stage?
What of compliance, security, and data sovereignty? Is hybrid infrastructure
the answer? What are the risks of cloud lock-in, or that your cloud provider
becomes your SaaS competitor? Should infrastructure shape itself to
the app, or the app to the infrastructure? This session will dive into these
topics with insights from SaaS experts responsible for architecture and
operations.

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What is New Stack and some of the ecosystem vendors landscape?
• What workloads are suitable for the New Stack?
• What are the benefits of New Stack?
• How will it impact the new generation of Application and appl
deployment?
STRATEGIC: 25%
TECHNICAL: 75%

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Impact of Infrastructure on SaaS Business Metrics
• SaaS SLA Delivery Best Practices
• Cloud Strategic Risks and Dependencies
STRATEGIC: 60%
TECHNICAL: 40%

SESSION ABSTRACTS | CLOUD
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SESSION TITLE:
Optimize Your Infrastructure with Cloud-Based Intelligence
ABSTRACT:
Cloud-based analytics empower IT organizations with better understanding
of their infrastructure and enable new levels of agility. This session will first
explore how Pure Storage arrays are cloud-connected, constantly phoning
home rich telemetry. Next, we will take a look at Pure1, the SaaS-based
monitoring and reporting platform for both FlashArray and FlashBlade.
We will show how Pure1 can provide real-time insights to customers,
partners, and Pure Storage support staff. We will see how the performance
and capacity analytics available in Pure1 can assist IT organizations in
optimizing infrastructure and planning for future upgrades or capacity
expansions. Finally, we will explain how the big data analytics and machine
learning capabilities of Pure1 Global Insight allow Pure Storage support to
predict and fix issues before they impact customers.
KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• How are Pure Storage arrays designed to be cloud-connected?
• What are the analytics available in Pure1?
• How does Pure Storage support use big data analytics and machine
learning to predict issues and fix issues before they impact customers?
STRATEGIC: 20%
TECHNICAL: 80%
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SESSION ABSTRACTS | APPLICATIONS
SESSION TITLE:
Best Practices for Large-Scale VDI

SESSION TITLE:
Best Practices for Oracle: From OLTP To Data Warehouses

ABSTRACT:
Many organizations are looking to virtual desktops and apps to improve
productivity, security, and control — but building infrastructure for largescale Citrix and VMware deployments can be challenging. While some
infrastructure approaches are limited in reliability or ability to scale,
this session will present tactics to a build highly performant, highly
available and easy to manage solution stack using FlashStack Converged
Infrastructure from Cisco and Pure Storage. In this session, Pure Storage
VDI solution architects will share insights and results from two recent Cisco
Validated Designs for FlashStack with XenDesktop and VMware Horizon
for 5000 users. We will showcase how real world users can quickly deploy
virtual apps and desktops, scale performance for any user type, and keep
costs low through a repeatable, reliable converged infrastructure approach
to VDI. This is also the first CVD using Windows® 10 64-bit and Office®
2016 as the base OS desktop and Office Suite, respectively, proving
that FlashStack delivers the horsepower needed to power the latest
innovations from Microsoft.
KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What are common challenges/pitfalls encountered in a larger scale VDI
environment?
• What are some of the latest emerging EUC/VDI technologies and where
can they help?
• Best practices to follow for large scale VDI deployments

ABSTRACT:
Oracle is the industry leading relational database management system
which offers various features and functions that Organizations of all sizes
uses them for myriads of applications including their mission-critical
applications. These applications exhibits workloads that have performance
characteristics across the spectrum and requires an efficient enterprise
level storage system. Pure Storage has helped hundreds and thousands
of its customers not only to improve the performance of their applications
running on Oracle but simplified their Database and Storage Operations
significantly. This session will cover the best practices for Oracle on Pure
Storage systems, FlashArray and FlashBlade, to maximize the returns on
the investment and effectively use the features of Pure Storage to simplify
their day to day operations.
KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• How to use the features of Pure Storage to simplify Database
operations?
• What are the best practices to follow on Pure FlashArray for Oracle?
• What are the best practices to follow on Pure Flashblade for Oracle
dNFS?
STRATEGIC: 30%
TECHNICAL: 70%

STRATEGIC: 50%
TECHNICAL: 50%

SESSION TITLE:
Pure’s Solution on SAP HANA Dynamic Tiering
- High Performance, Low Cost
ABSTRACT:
Deploying SAP HANA is a major business decision that impacts the
entire SAP infrastructure. Due to the dramatic changes it can bring to an
enterprise, many organizations find themselves debating the pros and cons
of embarking on their SAP HANA journey.
This session will provide guidance on whether you should begin that
journey by discussing how you can minimize the costs and complications
of an SAP HANA implementation. Learn how you can drastically reduce
the cost of SAP HANA and achieve performance that will quickly prove
business results.
KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Thought leadership on techniques for implementing SAP HANA
solutions
• Experiences and lessons from real-life organizations that successfully
implemented SAP HANA
• Guidance on how you can start your SAP HANA implementation in the
next 12 months
STRATEGIC: 30%
TECHNICAL: 70%

SESSION TITLE:
Practical Guide to DevOps: Improving Developer Productivity
ABSTRACT:
DevOps is talked about by developers and IT Operations teams daily. The
discussions range from what tools to use and what processes to automate.
DevOps is all about continuous integration between developers and IT
operations to help streamline productivity, provide self-service and time to
solution. There are numerous blogs covering the topic and many (many)
software vendors touting their integrations with different components
within the Infrastructure and Software Stack. In this session we will
talk about how Pure Storage can help make DevOps possible with our
management simplicity, automation capabilities and clean canvas to create
next generation solutions.
KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What does DevOps mean?
• How does Pure Storage help enable DevOps?
• What tools or technology does Pure Storage offer to help with DevOps?
• How can you contribute to DevOps and the Pure Storage Community?
STRATEGIC: 50%
TECHNICAL: 50%
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SESSION ABSTRACTS | APPLICATIONS
SESSION TITLE:
SQL Server: Performance, Storage Testing & Validation
ABSTRACT:
Get the most of your precious time in testing! In this session we will give
you all the tools you need to be effective at performing storage testing
and validation. We will argue pros and cons of synthetic testing. Tools like
DiskSpd and VDBench will be discussed, along with SQL Server-specific
tools to test real workloads like Distributed Replay and RML utilities.
KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• How is my SQL Server database going to perform on a FlashArray?
• How can I most effectively validate the performance characteristics of an
array, making the most of my time?
• Why isn’t synthetic testing with tools like DiskSpd the most ideal?
• Where in the stack are you measuring performance?
• Which Windows and SQL Server metrics should I use?
• What are business transactions and database transactions?
STRATEGIC: 20%
TECHNICAL: 80%

SESSION TITLE:
On/Off Premise - A Customer Perspective on
Best Deployment Options for SAP
ABSTRACT:
Customers are actively on their journey to modernize SAP, making it
more efficient and effective. Modernizing SAP is the first step towards
transforming SAP landscapes and ultimately migrating to SAP HANA, why
Pure Smart Storage Solutions for SAP provide the foundation to run any
consolidated SAP workload with unprecedented performance and reduced
cost. This session will discuss the various solutions and benefits running
traditional SAP ERP on Pure Storage and why more and more customers
trust Pure to run their mission critical SAP landscapes.
KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What solutions does Pure Storage provide that modernize and optimize
customer’s traditional SAP landscapes?
• How does Pure provide unprecedented, predictable performance for
any SAP workload?
• The unique benefits of Pure’s snapshots to rapidly copy/clone or refresh
SAP systems.
• What about SAP HANA and the ability to run traditional SAP and SAP
HANA on the same platform?
STRATEGIC: 20%
TECHNICAL: 80%
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SESSION ABSTRACTS | ANALYTICS
SESSION TITLE:
Implementing Splunk at Enterprise Scale

SESSION TITLE:
From Big Data to Big Intelligence: Spark meets FlashBlade

ABSTRACT:
Splunk is not an IT experiment anymore – it’s a mission critical application.
Thousands of organizations are gaining insight from their machine data and
transaction logs using Splunk. One of the greatest risks to any enterpriselevel deployment of Splunk is inadequate, under-sized, or non-performant
hardware. Organizations frequently try to repurpose existing – and often
aging – hardware for Splunk deployments. In most cases the hardware
only meets Splunk’s minimum specifications for IOPS and compute sizing.
The result can be an under-performant or non-performant Splunk solution,
leading to poor performance and unmet expectations.

ABSTRACT:
Apache Spark is rapidly becoming the processing engine of choice for a
modern data warehouse, leveraging its unique combination of structured
data analytics, real-time stream processing, and iterative machine
intelligence algorithms. But the volume of data being collected across an
enterprise has grown to levels where existing infrastructure cannot keep
up. There is an urgent need for BIG storage capacity, FAST access to all
data sources, and SIMPLICITY in scaling and managing this data. Pure
Storage’s FlashBlade delivers on all three of these dimensions. Learn
how FlashBlade can accelerate Spark performance by up to 6X over
traditional deployment architectures, while delivering incredible datacenter
efficiencies and simplified operations.

This session will detail how you can get get the most out of your Splunk
environment using modern All Flash infrastructure, ensuring you maximize
performance and optimize efficency.
KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Real world examples of Splunk implementations on All Flash CI
• Performance impact of Flash on Splunk ingest rates
• Design consideration for Splunk environments with All Flash CI
STRATEGIC: 40%
TECHNICAL: 60%

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Running Spark on-prem vs. public cloud – which is better?
• Do you really need HDFS for Spark?
• Spark in the real world – Customer, UC Berkeley and Pure Storage
implementations
STRATEGIC: 40%
TECHNICAL: 60%

SESSION TITLE:
Better and Faster Insights into Genomics with FlashBlade

SESSION TITLE:
The Future of Object Storage

ABSTRACT:
The cost of Genomic Sequencing has come down significantly in the last
few years. This has resulted in an evolution in genomics and its increased
use in personal medicine. As a result, we have seen an exponential
increase in genomics data growth that has placed challenges on existing
Storage Systems. Pure Storage FlashBlade has leveraged multiple design
and architectural innovations to perfectly meet the demands of NextGeneration Genomic Sequencing Workflows.

ABSTRACT:
The object storage market is undergoing massive growth, both in
public cloud and on-premise deployments. The number of developers,
applications, and technology providers in the object storage ecosystem
is also growing rapidly. How are these trends affected by the rise of flash
media and all-flash platforms? Which applications and use cases will
experience the most change? What new challenges could appear? This
session will dive into these topics and share Pure Storage’s view and
strategy in the object storage market.

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• How is FlashBlade technology optimized for Genomics
• Where does FlashBlade play in the Genomics workflow
• Pain points around data storage in Life Sciences
STRATEGIC: 50%
TECHNICAL: 50%

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Evolution of object storage technology and market
• Pure Storage’s object storage strategy
• Demo of the FlashBlade Object API
STRATEGIC: 40%
TECHNICAL: 60%
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SESSION ABSTRACTS | PURE STORAGE BASECAMP
SESSION TITLE:
Converged Infrastructure – Private Cloud for the IT Generalist

SESSION TITLE:
Evergreen Storage and Beyond

ABSTRACT:
IT professionals around the globe, in every industry, are seeking to
streamline IT operations in order to reduce cost and accelerate “time
to value”. Gen-2 Converged and Hyper-Converged Infrastructures are
increasingly popular as IT departments seek simplicity to empower a
new generation of IT generalists. This session seeks to present how IT
departments are currently using converged platforms today and how they
may evolve with advancements such as NVMe fabrics.

ABSTRACT:
Included controllers every three years are just the beginning of what
our Evergreen™ Storage model can deliver. With Capacity Consolidation
you can shrink your footprint, rackspace power and cooling even as you
expand your array (on-line and without performance impact) - all without
re-buying a TB you already own. The Right Size capacity Guarantee (RSG)
ensures you get the effective capacity you need guaranteed, without any
risk that data reduction under-delivers. In this session we’ll get beyond
the basics of Evergreen and explain how you can maximize the value you
get from Pure Storage - as well as discuss the next Evergreen innovations
coming your way.

Specific attention will be given to the benefits and limitations of each
architecture, the different operational models associated with CI and HCI,
and how they can be leveraged to best support workload requirements.
Costs associated with deployment, sizing, and ongoing management will
be explored. Also discussed will be the suitability of the two approaches
for mission-critical workloads and private clouds.
KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What features differentiate CI and HCI solutions? How are they evolving?
What determines simplicity?
• Where’s the cross-over point where one architecture is more affordable
than the other?
• How are IT leaders planning on using CI and HCI to aid their businesses?

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Under which Capacity Consolidation expansion scenarios can you
upgrade your flash media without rebuying it? Under which scenarios
will a partial-re-buy be required?
• How does the Right Size capacity guarantee work in practice? How can
it be used when adding new workloads to an existing array?
• How is Evergreen Storage evolving to more fully facilitate cloud-like
consumption?
STRATEGIC: 70%
TECHNICAL: 30%

STRATEGIC: 60%
TECHNICAL: 40%

SESSION TITLE:
All Things MSFT: Practical Guide to Automation

SESSION TITLE:
FlashArray Performance Fundamentals

ABSTRACT:
Learn how to make your days 100% more productive by automating
storage management tasks with the Pure Storage PowerShell SDK. While
managing Pure Storage is likely the easiest task you have to do, wouldn’t
it make sense to automate as much of your job as you can? From initiating
storage provisioning automatically to accelerating an Azure ExpressRoute
connection for hybrid cloud, this session will show you how to automate all
things Microsoft with the Pure Storage PowerShell SDK and Open Connect
tools.

ABSTRACT:
Pure Storage FlashArrays are fast. Really fast. But any storage array
has its limits. In this session we will review the main factors that affect
performance.

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What is the Pure Storage PowerShell SDK?
• What tasks can it help me to automate?
• What best practices can it help me to achieve?
STRATEGIC: 20%
TECHNICAL: 80%

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Just how fast are Pure Storage FlashArrays?
• What are the key factors that affect FlashArray performance?
• What is performance density and why should I care?
• How can I know that I am coming close to hitting a performance
limitation?
• What are my options if I do hit a performance limitation?
STRATEGIC: 10%
TECHNICAL: 90%
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SESSION ABSTRACTS | PURE STORAGE BASECAMP
SESSION TITLE:
Flash Futures: NVMe and Beyond

SESSION TITLE:
FlashArray Architecture Deep Dive and Beyond

ABSTRACT:
NVMe is poised to unlock the next generation of performance and density,
and represents a technology that will have a profound impact on all-flash
arrays. It’s critical to understand the basics of NVMe, and the advances in
performance, density and consolidation that it will deliver for flash storage.
More importantly, with the transition to NVMe starting in 2017, you need to
ensure that any storage that you buy today must provide a non-disruptive
upgrade path to NVMe, in order to avoid throwing away your investment.

ABSTRACT:
Pure Storage pioneered the All-Flash Array “recipe”. Built on three core
pillars: Effortless, Efficient, and Evergreen, this recipe is leading industrywide disruption and forms the All-Flash foundation for Cloud IT. Join
the Pure CTO’s to take a deep dive inside the Pure Storage FlashArray
architecture and learn how it implements this recipe. You’ll also hear how
the newly announced innovations continue to advance the capabilities of
the FlashArray, as others are trying (poorly) to emulate its recipe.

Beyond NVMe, Flash Storage and its use cases are expanding and
evolving rapidly. New innovations are enabling new use cases,
accelerating the transition from disk to the All Flash data center. Attend
this discussion, and you’ll come up to speed on NVMe, and be one of the
first few to get an in-depth view into the innovations being unveiled at //
Accelerate.

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What are the core principles and unique capabilities that are at work
under the hood inside the FlashArray//M?
• How and why the FlashArray//M delivers 6 9’s availability (with
maintenance and upgrades included), industry-leading efficiency, and an
effortless (not just simple) experience?
• How and why the FlashArray//M was born NVMe-Ready?
• What are the technical, operational, and economic trade-offs of
alternative architectures?

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• What is NVMe and how it benefits flash storage?
• How the Pure Storage FlashArray//M is NVMe-Ready?
• What are the newly announced Pure Storage innovations? How you can
apply them to benefit your business and IT?

STRATEGIC: 20%
TECHNICAL: 80%

STRATEGIC: 20%
TECHNICAL: 80%

SESSION TITLE:
Deep Dive and Demos of FlashBlade’s new SW and HW features

SESSION TITLE:
FlashBlade Architecture and Deep Dive

ABSTRACT:
FlashBlade is now GA and shipping. Get insight into the new exciting
features for FlashBlade and watch demos that highlight how many of these
features work. The addition of all these new features makes FlashBlade
fully deployable into many Analytics, Technical Computing and other file/
object workloads.

ABSTRACT:
Why is FlashBlade different than unstructured data platforms that already
exists? What is unique about FlashBlade’s architecture and what impact
does that have on my environment? How does the system scale for
performance and capacity? This session will look inside the HW and SW
architecture of FlashBlade with members of the Product and Engineering
team. Future options for the product architecture will also be discussed.

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Highlight new Software and Hardware Features on FlashBlade
• Watch real Demos of these new features in action
• How the enhancements enable new use cases and applications
STRATEGIC: 30%
TECHNICAL: 70%

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Unique attributes of the NVRAM and NAND storage substrate
• Fabric Module: enabling load balancing and resiliency
• Understanding the datapath: Life of I/O
STRATEGIC: 30%
TECHNICAL: 70%
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SESSION ABSTRACTS | PURE STORAGE BASECAMP
SESSION TITLE:
Founders Q&A

SESSION TITLE:
Data Migrations: A Panel With Industry Experts

ABSTRACT:
Got questions for our founders, strategists and architects? Engage directly
with Coz and his team of industry visionaries to learn more about where
we’ve come from, where we’re going, how the market is evolving, and how
we plan to “keep Pure Pure” - even as we continue to grow rapidly. This is
an unscripted “slide-free zone”- all audience generated discussion with no
topics and questions off-limits. Bring your curiosity!

You’ve decided to embrace the future with Flash storage. That’s great!
But migrating off of your legacy storage systems can be a challenge and
can put your enterprise data at risk. During this panel, we will discuss how
Frost Bank and Datalink worked together, using Cirrus Data Solutions’ Data
Migration Server, to ease the burden of data migration with no manual
provisioning, no risk, and no downtime.

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• The core vision and “recipe” for All Flash Arrays across structured and
unstructured data
• The future implications of this vision
• Why the shift to All-Flash is inevitable
• And more - it’s up to you!
STRATEGIC: 50%
TECHNICAL: 50%

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
Led by Omer Asad, Product Management at Pure Storage, he will discuss
with the distinguished panel:
• Challenges of migrating enterprise data and what you must consider
before taking your first step
• Why a purpose-built solution for data migration is essential in making the
project simple and seamless
• Key tips and tricks to ensure your own data migration is a success
SPEAKERS:
Omer Asad, Product Management at Pure Storage
Dan King: Frost Bank, Vice President of Operations
Dave Coindreau: Frost Bank, Vice President, Sr Network Engineer
Irwin Teodoro: Datalink, National Practice Director
for Data Center Transformation

SESSION TITLE:
Business Continuity Re-Imagined

SESSION TITLE:

ABSTRACT:
Deploying and managing business continuity solutions has a always
been a challenge due to multiple layers of complex software, additional
hardware and infrastructure requirements, additional costs and licensing,
and very cumbersome processes. Pure Storage is re-imagining the world
of business continuity and workload mobility. Come and hear how simple
deploying active/active stretched data centers can be when a product is
designed and developed from the ground up with easy of use, automation,
and simplicity in mind.

ABSTRACT:
Copy data sprawl is estimated to cost IT organizations $50 Billion by 2019.
As the number of copies increases
storage requirements and associated costs also increase.

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Discuss challenges with typical active/active datacenter deployments.
• What can be simplified or automated?
• What storage capabilities are needed to make a business continuity
solution truly active/active?
STRATEGIC: 20%
TECHNICAL: 80%

Data Protection and Evolution to Copy Data Management

In this session, we will discuss how to effectively structure snapshot
management and replication along with DR requirements, while balancing
costs. This session will talk about offerings native to Pure coupled with
a rich partner ecosystem to achieve Data Protection and DR goals while
minimizing data sprawl within the organization.
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SESSION ABSTRACTS | SPONSOR SESSIONS

SESSION TITLE:
Choosing a Networking Fabric that delivers on the
Pure Storage All Flash Promise

SESSION TITLE:
Oracle and SQL Server Aware Snapshot and Replication Copy Automation
for Pure Storage

ABSTRACT:
Flash storage promises both ultra-low latency and huge IOPS. To deliver
on that promise, you need a fabric than can keep up in a world of vastly
parallel initiators and targets, arbitrary topologies and built-in traffic
visibility.

ABSTRACT:
Do you need faster Oracle and SQL Server database recovery? Are DBAs
consuming storage with database dumps? Are you spending countless
hours putting together test and development environments? Catalogic
can solve all these challenges with a single solution. Catalogic provides
snapshot, clone and replication management for Pure Storage, automating
the creation, use, retention and clean-up of copies. Use cases include
automated protection and rapid database recovery (with zero impact DR
testing), easy distribution of zero-footprint Dev-Test copies (scheduled or
on demand), user self-service portal, and DevOps tool integration (Chef,
Puppet, Jenkins, and so on). A live demonstration is included. Join this
session to learn how Catalogic will help drive the most value from your Pure
Storage investment.

SPEAKERS:
AJ Casemento, Prinicipal, Technology Evangelist, Brocade
Curt Beckmann, Principal Architect - Storage Networking, Brocade
STRATEGIC: 30%
TECHNICAL: 70%

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Are you having challenges integrating Pure Storage snapshots with
critical applications?
• Do you want to spin up copies of databases or VMs in minutes, with
push-button ease?
• Would you like to automatically refresh and distribute dev-test copies,
with masking and security intact?
SPEAKERS:
Prashant Jagannathan, Technical Director, Catalogic
Alex Infanzon, Application Solutions Manager, Pure Storage
STRATEGIC: 20%
TECHNICAL: 80%
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SESSION TITLE:
IT Transformation: FlashStack Enabling Next generation Data Center for
Agility and Versatility

SESSION TITLE:
Cohesity and Pure Storage: Fast, simple snapshot-based data protection
for FlashArray//M

ABSTRACT:
Digitization and Cloud have dramatically changed how modern data
centers are designed and deployed. The range of use cases that have
emerged requires an architectural approach to deliver optimal TCO. In this
session, we will discuss how Cisco and Pure are enabling this transition
through their FlashStack platform built on world class product portfolio.
Specifically addressed will be the converged platform architecture that
enables a range of workload deployments optimized for various use cases
with simplified management.

ABSTRACT:
Cohesity provides a web-scale data platform that simplifies backups by
unifying your end-to-end infrastructure – including target storage, backup
systems, replication, disaster recovery, and cloud tiering.

KEY TOPICS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Architecting a solution for always-on operations
• Scaling infrastructure with your business needs
• Building a management model that simplifies day to day operations
• Private cloud orchestration
• Infrastructure convergence and the impact on economics of IT
SPEAKERS:
Siva Sivakumar, Cisco
Mayur Dewaikar, Pure Storage
Featured Customer
STRATEGIC: 40%
TECHNICAL: 60%

Cohesity and Pure Storage provide a tightly integrated solution that
combines the power of Pure FlashArray//M with Cohesity DataPlatform to
deliver simple snapshot-based data protection for your mission-critical
applications. Together, Cohesity and Pure Storage deliver:
• Policy-based automation of snapshot creation, tiering, and retention
across FlashArray//M and Cohesity
• Automatic tiering of snapshots from FlashArray//M to Cohesity to protect
your snapshots on cost-efficient secondary storage
• Application-consistent data protection with pre- and post-snapshot
scripts
• Flexible restore of snapshots from Cohesity to any FlashArray//M – the
original primary storage array or any alternate array
Join us in this session to learn how you can simplify data protection with
policy-driven automation, accelerate your RPOs and RTOs with snapshotbased data protection, and leverage a web-scale data platform to protect
your FlashArray//M snapshots.
SPEAKER:
Rawlinson Rivera, Global Field, Chief Technology Officer, Cohesity
STRATEGIC: 30%
TECHNICAL: 70%
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SESSION TITLE:
Maximizing FlashStack Data Management for Oracle & VMware

SESSION TITLE:
Next Generation Primary Storage and Backup

ABSTRACT:
High value data in Oracle databases and virtual servers demands a
resilient, high performance platform like FlashStack. Protection and
recovery of that key data is critical to your business and demands equal
resilience, performance and capability through holistic data protection.
Learn strategies for orchestrating data protection, recovery and activation
of your FlashStack data. Simplify and speed protection and recovery with
FlashRecover snapshots. Accelerate disaster recovery as easily across
FlashStacks as to the cloud. Maximize the value of your Pure Storage and
FlashStack investment by moving beyond protection and recovery and
activating data copies on prem or in the cloud.

ABSTRACT:
The combination of Veeam® Backup & Replication™ software, Pure
Storage all flash storage and ExaGrid backup storage provides the
fastest, most reliable and cost effective primary storage along with the
fastest and lowest cost backups with the shortest recovery times. This
powerful combination increases the performance of storing, backing up
and recovering data — at a lower cost than traditional legacy storage and
backup solutions.

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• Are you effectively using storage hardware snapshots? Do you find it
challenging?
• Are you able to meet your current recovery (RPT & RTO) objectives for
your applications?
• How many different backup products and tools do you use for data
protection?
• Do you require manual steps, such as writing and running scripts, to
protect your databases, applications, and Pure Storage infrastructure?
• How much time is your team spending on backup and VM management
tasks?
If your answer to any of these questions is ‘Yes’ then attend this session
to learn how Commvault can maximize data management for Oracle and
VMware on FlashStack.
SPEAKER:
Stephen Firmes, Systems Engineer, World Wide Alliances Architecture
Group, Commvault
STRATEGIC: 40%
TECHNICAL: 60%

KEY TOPICS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• How Veeam enables the Always On Enterprise™ by helping organizations
meet recovery time and point objectives (RTPO™) of <15 minutes for ALL
applications and data
• ExaGrid’s unique “landing zone” where backups land straight to disk
without any inline processing, delivering the fastest possible backups
• How Pure Storage lowers storage costs by up to 50% and management
costs by up to 90% by shrinking your storage footprint by 5-10x
• How the technologies complement each other
SPEAKER:
Marc Crespi, Vice President, Systems Engineering, NORAM, ExaGrid
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SESSION TITLE:
Simplify and Scale Data Management (Pure Storage + Rubrik Magic)

SESSION TITLE:
All-Flash Availability for the Always-ON Enterprise

ABSTRACT:
Rubrik delivers a modern data management platform that unifies backup,
instant recovery, replication, search, analytics, archival, compliance, and
copy data management in one secure fabric across the data center and
public cloud. In this session you will learn about how Rubrik’s Cloud Data
Management can simplify your entire data protection stack with seamless
integration with all your critical applications.

ABSTRACT:
Veeam delivers Availability for the Always-On Enterprise™ by helping
organizations meet recovery time and point objectives (RTPO™) of less than
15 minutes for all applications and data through a fundamentally new kind
of solution that delivers high-speed recovery, data loss avoidance, verified
recoverability, leveraged data, and complete visibility.

KEY QUESTIONS WE WILL DISCUSS:
• How can you accelerate data protection to match the all-flash era?
• Is your backup & recovery a conversation about jobs & schedules or
automation & simplicity?
• Why do forklifts still exist in the land of Evergreen data?
• How can fast get even faster with Pure Storage and Rubrik?
• Are you protected in Cloud?
SPEAKER:
Chris Gurley, Sales Engineer, Rubrik
STRATEGIC: 40%
TECHNICAL: 60%

This breakout session will discuss how Pure Storage FlashArrays combined
with the Veeam Availability Suite™, enables organizations to accelerate their
digital transformation initiatives while simplifying operational management
and lowering IT costs. With Veeam and Pure Storage, organizations can
confidently virtualize their critical business workloads and ensure the
performance and protection of all applications and data enterprise wide.
SPEAKER:
Shawn Lieu, Solutions Architect, Global Alliances Team, Veeam Software
STRATEGIC: 10%
TECHNICAL: 90%

